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MEC Medical Ltd 

As you may or may not know, our Sales and Marketing Manager, Andrew, along with sales       

colleagues Russ and Phil were out in Dubai for the Arab Health Exhibition between  

29th January and 1st February.  

 

Although hoping for sun, sand and sea and a break from the cold, rainy and miserable weather 

in the UK; it didn’t really meet expectations—being only mild and not quite the shorts and t-shirt 

weather as was anticipated!  Despite this, the team had a great time seeing old faces, putting 

faces to voices they’ve heard only on the telephone and meeting new faces altogether.  

We really do have a great team here at MEC Medical and are always happy to help with any   

enquiry. Friendly and approachable, the odd bad joke here and there, but all extremely      

knowledgeable in the field and passionate about the products we produce.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Whist in Dubai, we had fantastic feedback with the quality of our Hose Assemblies, the Test     

Equipment we provide and Regulators, to name but a few. We really do work hard to meet the 

highest standards of quality in all of our products and it’s great to see this hard work is             

appreciated. We’ve done very well so far… but there’s more to come! 

 

We’ve recently added a couple of new products to our ever-expanding product list, which we’re     

extremely excited for you all to see. It’s been a long time coming in product design and           

manufacture, but we wanted to make sure they’re all just right!  
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Welcome the new Orb Smoothflow Terminal Unit  
 

Fully compliant with the requirements of ISO 9170-1. The new terminal unit features a larger 

51mm collar which is completely smooth, reducing the change of any build-up of dirt.  

Let’s be honest, no one likes cleaning, and getting in those little crevices can be a right pain, so 

with the new shape it definitely makes maintenance a lot easier and much more efficient. The 

Orb also features two independent springs for added balance and durability. All second fix 

parts and boxes include a silver antimicrobial additive for inherent antimicrobial protection.  

I think we can all agree that this Orb looks pretty smart, Dave Watson – our Technical Director 

is pretty chuffed with himself - his head has already grown an extra few centimetres! 

 

 

 

 

The Smooth flow Terminal Units have already been a big hit to those who were lucky enough 

to get the heads up, but they’re now here for you to view and purchase on page 25-27 of our 

new 2018 catalogue .  

 

 

 

If you have any questions regarding the Orbs, or anything at all for that matter, please get in 

touch and we’ll be more than happy to discuss and help with whatever your needs and        

requirements are.  

 

 


